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Hunter CLSD Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday 23 November 2022, Wallsend Library 

 
Present: Shantell Bailey (Legal Aid NSW), Seema Sanghi (CLSD Coordinator, Advocacy Law Alliance), Kate Halliday (CLSD Legal Aid NSW), Vicki Weller 
(Disability Advocacy NSW), Sandy Clarke (Legal Aid NSW), Kristie Harris (Engage, DCJ), Nicole Grgas (TAAS), Nicola Hirschhorn (NWDVCAS); Kim Richardson 
(YLA), Dannielle Whyte (Our Backyard), Belinda George (NCAT), Teri Sutcliff (Aged Crime prevention, Police), Josh (Legal Aid intern), Chezarne Cuffe 
(Moneycare, Salvation Army), Chrissy Francis (Legal Aid) 
 

Apologies: Kira Levin (PIAC), Winnecke Baker (Legal Aid NSW), Bronwyn Ambrogetti (Hunter CLC), Will Doran (YDO Kurri Kurri), Catherine Peek (ALA), 
Sharna Milgate (Mirabel), Pauline Green (NCAT) 

 

Agenda Item Discussion Actions  

1. Welcome & 
acknowledgement 

Kate opened the meeting by acknowledging the lands of the Awabakal and Worimi People.    

2. Purpose  A. CLSD Program Objective: to work collaboratively to identify and address the unmet legal and related 
non-legal needs of disadvantaged clients in the Hunter region. We do this by: 

- making better referrals 

- devising new services, and 

- coordinating our efforts to meet the needs of our communities.  

B. Meeting objective: 

1.  Legal issue spotting and referral pathway exercise 

2. Understanding issues people are facing when interacting with NCAT and the new policies that NCAT 
are developing. The CLSD aims to build better referral pathways between services and NCAT and 
identify and discuss arising issues and challenges, and explore opportunities for collaboration, 
advocacy and/or project development in response to these. 

3. Future of Hunter CLSD  
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3. Legal issue spotting 
exercise  

 
Case Study 

 
Carol lives in Singleton and is on a disability support pension. 
She has a hearing notice for termination and possession in 5 days’ time due to rent arrears. The 
hearing is listed in Newcastle at 9.15am. 
Carol had a family funeral to travel to in Dubbo and she fell behind in rent. She also got a fine for 
having a bald tyre so her car is off the road until she can afford new ones. 
Public transport limitations means that to attend the hearing she will need to travel to Newcastle a day 
prior to the hearing. 
She cannot afford to do this.  
Carol has a prepaid phone, but it only works when she is in town, the reception at her house is patchy. 
She makes contact with the registry who tells her she needs to make a written request for a hearing by 
Audio Visual Link. 
Carol has no access or knowledge of how to email so she has to write a letter and send it by post. 
The mail does not arrive at NCAT in time and then Carol misses the hearing. 
Her tenancy is terminated as the NCAT Member notes the tenant was served a notice of hearing.  
 
Questions to consider:  
What are Carol’s legal needs?  
What are Carol’s non-legal needs?  
What barriers might Carol face in being able to access services?  
Who would you refer Carol to? 
What other information or documents would be good to gather before making this referral?  

Legal Issues and referrals: 

Fines –– appealing the fine and seek review on compassionate grounds or contact Legal Aid WDO team to 
apply for a write off as there are no relevant WDO sponsors in the area 

Financial situation – access hardship provisions 

Non-legal needs: Carol could go to library, neighbourhood centre or local MP offices to have documents 
scanned 

Unstructured discussion between meeting attendants and NCAT based on issues from the case study: 

TAAS reported that people are very distressed, like Carol in the case study, when they receive their hearing 
notices and asked NCAT if it was possible, they could include the fact sheet in with the notice letter, as 
people don’t always have credit/access to internet/prep paid. 

Participants 
given the 
following 
resources to 
assist with Legal 
Issue spotting: 

What is the Law 
Check-Up tool? 
The Law Check-
Up tool is a 
form that helps 
you and your 
client identify if 
they have legal 
problems:  

General referral 
list: 
https://www.legal
aid.nsw.gov.au/__
data/assets/pdf_fil
e/0020/29081/20
18-Law-Check-Up-
Services-referral-
list.pdf 
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NCAT is developing a new fact sheet which is online. 
 
Legal Aid asked NCAT if their notices suggested that people seek legal assistance or had the Law Access 
number on it, NCAT said it did not, but that the notices would be changing and directing people to 
check their website which would have a list of local, regional and NSW organisations. 
 
Legal Aid asked NCAT: 

• if notices will now explain the process to people about the hearing and the possibility of 
attending online. 

• about what kind of consultation with community/service providers had been undertaken to 
inform the update of the fact sheet and notice letter 

NCAT responded that the notices will be directing people to the website and lead people to a check list on 
how to prepare for their hearing. 

NCAT responded they had not consulted with service providers or advocacy groups about the updated 
factsheet 

NCAT explained they understand people’s access limitations and able to have a phone hearing, but need to 
have a written request for this (only do over the phone requests in special circumstances) 

TAAS asked NCAT about their data collection – NCAT is unaware if people identify as first nation people or if 
they are on DSP  

Josh (Legal Aid intern) mentioned the Bugmy Barrbook principle where people’s life’s issues are 
considered: 
What is the Bugmy principle? 
The phrase from Bugmy “material tending to establish,” is consistent with both section 21A Crimes 
(Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 NSW and s 16A Crimes Act 1914 Cth. which both speak of a sentencing 
court “taking into account matters that are relevant and known to the court.” 

What did Bugmy establish? 

In Bugmy v R ('Bugmy'),1 the High Court was presented with the opportunity to decide the relevance of an 
offender's background of profound social deprivation to the application of sentencing principles. 

 

CLSD partners: how do we tackle no-ground-evictions? Tenant’s Union collecting case studies  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seema to send out 
Tenant’s Union 
campaign info 
‘Make renting Fair’ 
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4. Guest Speaker  Belinda George, Deputy Registrar, NCAT 

Informal Q&A based on the case study issues raised above. 

Legal Aid said people are coming to them, very stressed about potential evictions, on referral from NCAT 
and they would like to see a better referral method for emergency cases. 

NCAT said they hold consultative forums for tenancy and non-tenancy organisations 

Legal Aid and Hunter TAAS (and potentially other tenancy services in the Hunter) suggested an offline 
meeting between local NCAT members in the future to create clear pathways of referrals and potentially 
inform future updates on factsheets and notices, with local (similar to ‘court-users forums’ in the local 
courts, rather than state-based orgs) 
 

Shantell to email 
Belinda and 
Pauline (registrar) 
to set up meeting 

5. Current 
issues/service 
updates/announceme
nts? 

Services updates 

-Engage: 6 hours one day training for men who use violence. With Hunter CLC, sponsored a ’robot’ to 
support clients in a multi-disciplinary hub for DV, user-friendly/scanning/AVL to a solicitor from Hunter CLC 
and able to explain ADVOs, email them etc. 

Potential for NCAT – getting signatures for authorisations, client referrals eg. Penrith Registry for first 
nation clients 

Also doing training days for lawyers and magistrates’ support staff working with clients who use violence 

-Aged crime prevention office: Newcastle officer has left, so all referrals to Lake Mac. 

Would like to set in place some policies and procedures with Legal Aid and Hunter TAAS about the role 
police play in tenancy issues  

-DASH – Disability Advocacy Support Helpline- newly established by Disability Advocacy – short term 
advice and referral hotline, nationwide, to lighten the DA load, covers all issues- NDIS, internal review etc, 
but not AAT matters. Access through Disability Gateway 1800 643 787 

WDOs- Focus areas with high fines and low number of sponsors: Central Coast to Port Macquarie e.g. 
Cessnock and Muswellbrook have less than 10 sponsors. Many of the active WDOs are in the correctional 
centres. Many communities need AOD sponsors. 

Legal Aid WDO team can also support write offs for people who can’t access the WDO scheme (like Carol in 
the case study) as well as support organisations to become WDO sponsors, contact: 
wdo@legalaid.nsw.gov.au 

 

 

 

 

Seema to share 
ADVO video and 
pocketbook with 
Nicola 

Seema to share 
tenancy referral 
doc and contacts 
with Teri for Legal 
Aid and Hunter 
TAAS 
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-Moneycare, Salvos: wait list to see a free financial counsellor in NSW is about 1.5 weeks (better than 
other states), people’s life expenses have increased dramatically. Oz Harvest making deliveries to the 
Hamilton centre on Tuesdays and hot meals on Friday: Oasis Centre, 67 Cleary St Hamilton, NSW 2303 

-Legal Aid, civil– Awabakal has become a WDO sponsor; planning a Wills Day in Toronto for February 2023 
with Sparke Helmore; increase of clients before Christmas rush (wanting to get life in order, financial 
troubles) 

CLSD Updates  

- Barber event – in Hamilton – 28/11 with 20 people registered- as part of the 16 days of activism - 
following on from the hairdresser workshops in Newcastle and Cessnock.  

- Recent birth certificate events in Muswellbrook and Raymond Terrace saw nearly 100 birth certificates 
applied for – mostly for people to apply for Centrelink, but also for school, employment and also 
temporary housing; more requests for events in Cessnock and Wallsend 

- Legal Outreach in Raymond Terrace – by HPLS - with Wilcox and Hall pro bono lawyers @ Salvos’ 
Employment Plus, date of first clinic TBC 

- Hunter CLSD Coordinator is leaving the CLSD role and the Advocacy Law Alliance is also relinquishing 
the role (after more than 10 years). Therefore, the CLSD program is looking for a new organisation in 
the Hunter to take on the Hunter CLSD role:  

- There will be an Expression of Interest process to find a new service provider for the Hunter- publish 
the call for EOIs on 13 December, which will close on 27 January.  Selection will take place in February, 
and we will hopefully have a new service in March.  

- If your organisation is interested in hosting the role of CLSD coordinator (7 hours per week paid 
position), please look out for the EOI coming up or contact: Kate. Halliday@legalaid.nsw.gov.au 

7. Next meeting February 2023 – Date and Location TBC   
 


